
Improving Our Understanding Youth Development
Through I.D.E.A.S.

Overview
JYD has long sought to bridge research and practice using ideas from studies, 
programs, and practices to better understand youth development. We now recognize 
that we must seek to do so moving forward with a renewed awareness and a stronger 
commitment to more fully include and represent the diversity of youth in America and 
address issues of equity and access more directly and fully.  JYD’s Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion Committee has developed this series of resources to bring this commitment 
into the everyday operations of the journal.  In particular, we seek to maximize
I.D.E.A.S.  – Inclusivity, Diversity, Equity, Access, and the Supports needed to 
make them real for authors, reviewers, editors and the leadership of the journal. We 
believe that naming and implementing these elements and making them central to how 
we operate are necessary to the transformation of our understanding of the full range of 
youth and their developmental journeys.  JYD remains committed to a full open access* 
approach to publishing that has no fees for either authors or readers. Furthermore, we 
actively  seek to support new authors from underserved and  underrepresented 
communities as well as practitioners and others new to publishing.

In this first brief of the series, we define and seek to clarify what each part of this
I.D.E.A.S. framework means and then describe the other resources in the series 
designed for its implementation with potential authors, reviewers, leaders and readers.

The Five Elements of the I.D.E.A.S Framework

I for INCLUSIVITY – JYD seeks to ensure all youth, all contexts, and all perspectives
on youth development have a respected and valued place in the journal.

D for DIVERSITY – JYD recognizes and values the full range and variety of diversity of
young people and their contexts – all types and kinds including but not limited to age, 
racial, cultural, gender, sexual orientation, ability, culture, faith/spirituality, nationality, 
wealth, education, and immigration status.

E for EQUITY – JYD recognizes the variety of inequities in our society historically and
currently and seeks to publish and promote equity through awareness, evidence, and 
theoretical and practice based perspectives using a social justice and anti-racism lens.

A for ACCESS – JYD understands that access to opportunities, their quality
implementation, and supportive developmental relationships matter for all youth and 
they also matter for both authors and readers.

S for the SUPPORTS needed to to make these efforts come to life and become
implemented and lived effectively. JYD is committed not only to these ideals but to 
creating the resources and opportunities that bring them to life.



*ABOUT OPEN ACCESS – JYD is an Open Access journal which means that neither
authors nor readers pay to publish in or read the journal.  There are no author fees so
that publishing in the journal is open and accessible to all. Similarly, there are no
subscription fees for users. Every article ever published is available free to read or
download at our website https://jyd.pitt.edu/ojs/index.php/jyd.

ADDITIONAL BRIEFS IN THE  JYD IMPLEMENTING I.D.E.A.S. SERIES

● Guide for Authors Considering Publishing in JYD
○ This brief pulls together information of use to authors as they consider

publishing in JYD including additional resources and a checklist.
● Guide To JYD Review Criteria And Form With I.D.E.A.S. In Mind

○ This brief both presents the review criteria and describes them and is
designed for both authors preparing manuscripts and for individuals asked
to review a manuscript for the journal.

● Reviewing with I.D.E.A.S.: Six Tips for Becoming a Considerate Reviewer
○ Brief set of tips based on the principles of each of JYD’s sponsoring

associations
● JYD Review Criteria Form: A Training Overview

○ This slide presentation walks people through the criteria used in reviewing
manuscripts submitted to JYD. It can be helpful to both reviewers and
authors responding to reviewers comments.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

● Buchanan, N. T., Perez, M., Prinstein, M., & Thurston, I. (in press). Upending
racism in psychological science: Strategies to change how our science is
conducted, reported, reviewed, and disseminated [Manuscript submitted for
publication]. (https://psyarxiv.com/6nk4x/)

● Outley, C.W. and Blyth, D.A. (20202). Race, Antiracism, and Youth Development:
From Awareness to Sustained Action. Journal of Youth Development, 15 (5),
1-15. https://jyd.pitt.edu/ojs/jyd/article/view/20-15-5-TLC-01

● Walker, K.C. (2021). Journal of Youth Development’s Stance on Diversity, Equity,
Inclusion, and Access. Journal of Youth Development, 16(1), 1-8.
https://jyd.pitt.edu/ojs/jyd/article/view/21-16-05-EN-1/1397

https://jyd.pitt.edu/ojs/index.php/jyd
https://docs.google.com/document/d/122oZRZCe7hTNB6Cxi-EBy0km7OiXxkzVItwLugb8iDs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G-k1Dqe2GP9sjy8MMWRZij506pu8RWv4/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108679041701452299599&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Km2QhqHYiNNuBbAMBXYSDbHFuyKPeVfZ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108679041701452299599&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JLVXtYkAb3wPySy_TPs6RU6UqGAoEfAp/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108679041701452299599&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://psyarxiv.com/6nk4x/
https://jyd.pitt.edu/ojs/jyd/article/view/20-15-5-TLC-01
https://jyd.pitt.edu/ojs/jyd/article/view/21-16-05-EN-1/1397


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ON JYD WEBSITE

● Envision Yourself as an Author Video

For many youth development professionals the publication process can seem

overwhelming. This 1-hour presentation sets you up for success by reviewing

publishing benefits, obstacles and myths, and how to overcome common

mistakes. You’ll come away with five tips for getting started, understand the

standard article components and what reviewers are looking for, and walk

through the steps in the publishing process so you know what to expect. The

presenters have extensive experience as journal authors, reviewers, and JYD

editors. Access the video at https://vimeo.com/463859943

● Understand the Focus and Scope of Journal

The Journal of Youth Development fills a unique and critical niche in the youth
development arena: it is a place designed for bridging applied research and
practice. In other words, it addresses issues and features studies  and practice
efforts that have implications for those working with and on behalf of young
people in youth-serving organizations and the intermediaries that support them.

We seek submissions and ideas for different sections of the journal. We seek

○ Feature Articles that address important topics, issues and trends -
including creation of a Forum that features multiple articles or responses
to a key topic or idea.

○ Research & Evaluation Studies that share new findings from
approaches to applied research and evaluation.

○ Program & Practice Articles that present and discuss programs,
practices, training and policies designed to inform and improve practice.

These sections are peer-reviewed, and authors need to specify how their
articles bridge youth development research and practice.

In addition, the journal includes

○ Resource Reviews that share valuable resources and keep JYD readers
abreast of important developments in the field.

○ Thought Leader Commentaries provide invited, cutting-edge thinking on
major issues by leading figures in the field.

https://vimeo.com/463859943


○ Our Forum section stimulates discussion and debate about important
topics and emerging issues in the field of youth development.

While these sections are editor-reviewed, the journal welcomes suggestions for
resources to review, thought leaders to invite, and topics to feature in a Forum.

See also Section Policies on our web site for additional descriptions of each of
the sections in more detail and how manuscripts are handled.

● JYD's Stance on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

https://jyd.pitt.edu/ojs/jyd/about/editorialPolicies#sectionPolicies
https://jyd.pitt.edu/ojs/jyd/about/editorialPolicies#custom-3

